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The problem of poor vision has always been there in the world.
Earlier, poor vision only occurred with old age in normal
cases. But with changing times, now several people have
started having this problem from a very early age. The reason
behind this is the excessive use of digital devices along with
bad diet habits. And the solution for the same is spectacles
and contact lenses. Initially, the lens was made up of hard
material, which did not allow the flow of oxygen in the eye.
But over time, people came up with breathable silicone
hydrogel lenses. They are more comfortable to wear and do not
hold any natural process of eyes. Earlier, people had to go to
an eye doctor, had to get their checkup done, and then the
doctor prescribed them lenses. However, in this internet era,
these lenses can easily be ordered online from
Contactlenses4us.com without any prescription. So people do
not need to pay extra fees for checkups every time they buy
lenses.
Contact Lenses were able to replace glass lenses very quickly
because of the following reasons:
Wider vision
With spectacles, the wearer has to look through the provided
glass for getting their vision corrected. Because of that,
their vision is limited to the area of the glass. Which is not
similar in the case of contact lenses. As contact lenses fit
directly onto the natural eye, they do not interfere with the
eyes’ natural vision access. So the wearer gets their vision
corrected without any area restriction. If you are looking
for a new pair of contact lens, you can check this website
https://www.contactlenses.co.uk.

Comfortable
Heavy glasses along with a heavy frame made it uncomfortable
for people to wear spectacles for a longer time. But as
contact lenses feel natural in the eye, they can be worn for
any extent of time without any discomfort. That was the main
reason for their popularity. As people have to wear lenses for
long working hours, so they need something more comfortable
and natural.
Less chance of breakage
Spectacles’ frames and glasses are prone to breakage. They
could break with even a little bit of pressure or simply by
falling on the floor. Due to this reason, people have to take
special care of them and make sure they do not leave them
unattended. Though contact lenses too can tear, they are not
as prone to breakage as spectacles. It is only in the worst
conditions that lenses end up tearing. So they require less
care and less maintenance.
No interference in routine work
It does not matter if a person is just jogging or doing some
heavy exercise, spectacles always keep slipping and create
discomfort. As contact lenses fit into the eye naturally, they
do not create any kind of discomfort or problem. So people can
easily do their routine work, especially physical exercises,
without any hassle.
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